Current tehniques for training representations of the articulatory-acoustic mapping from data rely on artsad simulations to provide codebooks of articulatory and acoustic measurements, which me t h m modelled by simple functional approximations. This paper outlines a stochastic h ework for adapting an artificial model to real speech from acoustic measurements done, using the EM algorithm. It is shown that parameter and state estimation problems for articulatory-acoustic inversion can be solved by adopting a statistical approach based on non-bear filtering.
Introduction
Representation of the non-bear mapping between articulatory parameters and acoustic measurements is a longstanding problem in speech research, and is of particular importance for articulatory approaches to speech recognition and synthesis. Analytic solutions are not available, and functional approximations must be derived instead from a set of examples. Ideally. a corpus of training data consistiug of articulatory and acoustic measurements is needed, in which case a model can be obtained using standard datafitting techniques; in practice. however, there is considerable dSculty in obtaining a sufEiaent quantity of articulatory measurements. aainiag from partial acoustic data alone is very difficult without predse prior bowledge about the behaviour of the hidden articulators.
Most CulTMt approaches rely on d a d simulations to pmduce large sample sets from articulatory and acoustic models; the results are then used to train a deterministic model of the complete data. A survey of previous work can be found in [I]. However, the performance of current simulations is poor, and the data generated do not usually provide a good match to the characteristics of real speech. What is needed, therefore, is a means of adapting an e t i n g artifiaal model of the articulatory-acoustic mapping to real speech, lzsing only acoustic measurements.
This p a p a proposes a general framework for trSining a particular class of approlrimations from measurement data, USing a stochastic model to supply prior information about dynamic constraints implicit in the behaviour of the unobserved vocal tract. The EM algorithm is used to povide estimates of the model parameters, and it is shown that the problem essentially reduces to an exercise in non-linear filtering. This also provides the basis for a statistical fmulation of the inversion problem m articulatory speech recognition.
Problem Formulation
A s s w e a complete probability space (Sz, 7 , P) tbughout. Let X = { X n : n E IN} be a state process RpRsating articulatory trajectories, taking values in a state space (azP,8(lRp)), and let Y = {Yn : n E N} be a measurement process representing acoustic data, taking dues in an observation space (IRq,B(IRQ)). Define F x = {Fz : n E N), 3y = (7: : n E IN) to be the atrations generated by X Two problems are of immediate interest. Firstly, estimates of the unknown model parameters 8 must be derived from real speech data (parameter estimation), using measurements of the Y process in conjunction with prior information about the statistics of the unobserved process X. Secondly, the optimized model must be used to recover information about unseen articulatory trajectories from any available measurements (state estimation). Solutions to both problems c m be obtained using results h m non-linear filtering.
Parameter Estimation
Suppose that a corpus of training data 0 = (0, : n = 1 . . . No} is available, where each On = {vg : k E 1 . . . N(n)} describes a single observed sample path of the Y process, and the On are generated from independent trials. The X process is not observed, but it will be assumed that the specification of the probability space completely describes the possible trajectories of X in advance, as well as their distribution.
Each parameter value 8 E 0 induces a corresponding probability measure Pe on the underlying measurable space (n, 7). 
L(-).
Applying the EM algorithm to the model described above, and ignoring constants, the Q-function is given by
Pie N(n) The first term in Q(8,8,) contains a negative s e m i -d a t e quadratic form in He, and can be maximized using standard optimization techniques, provided that Z , O is non-singular.
Conditions d g that the problem is well-posed will not be discussed here. Differentiating Q(8,8,) The sufficient statistics can be interpreted as the "local moments* of different portions of the conditional distribution, determined by the structure of the weighting functions covering Elp. Evaluation of this class of integrals may be difficult analytically, and numerical techniques are required unless the conditional distribution of X and the weighting functions wk assume a particularly simple form.
The standard &e regression problem is recovered as a spedd case, when K = 1, w~ s 1. If Wk = IA,, calculation of the sufficient statistics involves dividing up the probability mass into regions Ak, fitting a regression to each region separately. If Wk and the conditional probability density of X can both be expressed as a sum of Gaussian functions, the sufficient statistics can be evaluated explicitly as a function of the means and covariances of the Gaussian components.
By adopting a m&um-&elihood approach based on the EM algorithm, the parameter estimation problem reduces to an equivalent non-hear smoothing problem requiring construction of the conditional law of X," from each On, under a sequence of different probability measures (d. [7] [SI [g]). 
State Estimation

Conclusions
The purpose of this paper was to outline a statistical a p proach to training the articulatory-acoustic mapping from partial acoustic obsemations, using a functional model of the vocal tract. Applying the EM algorithm, it has been shown that solution of the problem in a maJdmum-likelihood sense relies on solving an associated state-estimation problem to gather statistics from the measurement data.
It is interesting to note that the state estimation procedure can be interpreted as a probabilistic formulation of articulatory-acoustic inversion. Traditional deterministic a p proaches to the inverse problem rely on searching for an o p timum state trajectory corresponding to the observed acoustic measurements, using a functional a p p h a t i o n to the forward mapping h(.). Since h(-) is non-unique, additional constraints are usually imposed to regularize the problem. However, given that there may not be enough information in the acoustic signal to recover the true articulation precisely, it is not clear that this gives an adequate representation of the phonetic ambiguity inherent in speech production. when the articulation cannot be recovered uniquely, a more natural approach would be to attempt to characterize the dass of all possible movements which might have produced the data.
In a statistical framework, this corresponds to constructing a conditional probability measure on a function space of articulatory trajectories described by a model. The model specifies a prior (unconditional) distribution on a parameterized description of the underlying complete articulatory and acoustic measurements, which is then modified during recognition to reflect the iduence of incoming information in the partial observed data. This is consistent with the view that speech recognition is conducted with reference to an internal model of linguistic behaviour; recovery of articulatory gestures &om the speech signal is essentially a model-based non-linear filtering problem.
Recursive estimation formulae have been given for propagating the conditional density of the articulatory state, in the case where the hidden state evolves as a discrete-parameter Markov process and the memoryless mapping h( .) assumes a particular structure. More general methods can be found in the remarkable papvs by Zalcai [14] , and by Fujisaki. Kallianpur, and Kunita [15] ; it is suggested that a full solution of the articulatory-acoustic inversion problem will follow from application of these results to speech.
